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to express what he learned in terms of time and space. He
wished to explain phenomena as a result of natural forces, not
as examples of the workings of Providence. An illustration may
suggest the kind of gap between the old outlook and the new.
Scholastic philosophers would have been satisfied with an
explanation of sunspots that fitted into their cosmic theory
without testing it by observation. Modern astronomers claim
that observations prove that sunspots are caused by the expan-
sion and cooling of certain gases on the surface of the sun.
Their theory is not necessarily truer than a scholastic theory, yet
the difference in mental attitude and approach may perhaps
exemplify the difference in outlook between the medieval and
the modern. What it comes to is this—that the kind of explan-
ation that the medieval philosopher had accepted was no
longer adequate for the Renaissance philosopher. The former
teleological approach slowly yielded to the empirical, and
Aristotelianism gave place to the new or experimental philo-
sophy. To a certain extent this implied a return to Platonism
and Pythagorean philosophy that was based on mathematics.
One of the first difficulties, therefore, that had to be overcome
by the early scientists was the inheritance from the past. They,
the 'moderns', were engaged in a fierce struggle against the
'ancients', who upheld, so to speak, the infallibility of classical
philosophers. They had to contend not only against the inertia
of ignorance but also against the active opposition of authority.
It is true that English scientists were beyond the reach of the
Inquisition. They could ignore the condemnation the Roman
church pronounced against the Gopernican revelations of the
motions of the earth as absurd in themselves as well as heretical,
and they could not be compelled to assent to this condemna-
tion, as Galileo was, on the ground that the arguments of Co-
pernicus ran contrary to the irrefragable evidence of Scripture.
Nevertheless even Englishmen had to tread warily at a time
when the Bible was regarded as a manual of absolute truth, for
popular writers could refute their scientific arguments with the
bare assertion that the sun had been ordered to stand still, and
this proved that the sun normally moved1—fortunately there
were texts that could be adduced on the other side. Moreover,
while some resented the new philosophy because it 'calls all in
doubt*, others, like John Donne, felt that it was impious to try
1 See John Swan, Speculum Mundi (1635), PP-

